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Disgaea 2 dark hero days leveling guide

at Disgaea 2, Disgaea Games, Re-releases, Games Edit Comments Share Disgaea 2: Dark Hero Days is a PSP port for PS2 Disgaea 2: Cursed Memories with five special characters from Disgaea 3: No Justice. The game includes all the features from the original version, as well as the renovation of additional features. Various new features have been
enabled with Disgaea 3: Lack of Justice. The improved game port was released on Steam in 2017 under the name Disgaea 2 PC, containing all dark hero days features with all dlc included in the game. Storyline[edit | source of editing] In a small village called Holt, a young man named Adell lives with his demonic parents and siblings. They have been
transformed into demons due to the curse thrown by The Lord zeon of Netherworld. Adell is the only one who has remained human. In the opening scene, Awell's mother performs a summoning ritual in hopes of summoning the Ruler of Zeno so they can kill him and break the curse, but instead summons Rozalina. Rozalin introduces herself as the princess
and daughter of The Lord zeon and shows the royal seal of Zemon. Because of the seemingly unsuccessful ritual, Adell plans to find Zemon's Ruler himself in a quest to help Rozalina and other characters throughout the game. New features[edit | edit source] New stores[edit | edit source] Music store that was introduced in Disgaea: Afternoon of Darkness.
Character refinisher from Disgaea 3. Record Shop of Disgaea: An Afternoon of Darkness. New Attacks[edit | edit source] New skills for different weapon styles. New Peta Level spells. New team attacks. Magichange and Magichange 2. New Mode[edit | edit source] Axel Mode: Play as Axel in a brand new mode that shows what happened to him before the
events of Cursed Memories. New tracks for Axel Mode, including the song Let's Dance At The Last Battle. On the title screen, select New Game, and then press triangle, square, circle, square triangle, circle, X. If the code was entered correctly, Axel will tell Showtime!. which activates the Axel mode. You can also start Axel mode with a new + game and
select Axel's story when saving after watching the ending. (Editor's note: You don't know if you need to complete the main storyline for this or not.) You also keep all characters and items you create, but you don't have access to dlc characters or any story characters in Adell mode. The opposite is also true when returning to Adell mode (without axel
characters), unless the player is in the Land of Carnage and just before the final battle. New Classes[edit | edit source] New playable characters[edit | edit source] Asagi: A young girl who will never be the main character. Champloo: Evil Academy Home Economics Teacher. Gordon: 37 Earth Defender. Mao: Lord and Dean of the Academy of Evil. Marjoly: A
legendary witch known for her jokes. Mid-Boss: An aristocratic Demon who prefers to be called Vyers The Dark Adonis. Priere: A Hunter turned the Demon Lord. Prism Red: Leader of Prism Rangers. Raspberyl: Criminal teacher at Evil Academy. Zetta: Most Badass Freakin' Overlord in all the damn space. Pink: One of several stars from Evil Rangers.
Actress: Very famous and well-known actress. Main character B: A super masochist who is always looking for emotions. Magichange[edit | edit source] Feature from Disgaea 3, Magichange allows you to turn monster class characters into weapons for humanoids. An additional feature is Magichange 2, which allows you to add a second monster to a
character from Magichanged, allowing you to equip a man with the unique skills of a second monster. This is unlocked while playing magichange tutorial in Axel mode after the first battle. Throw and Receive[edit | edit source] Another feature from Disgaea 3, Throw and Receive lets you throw characters and catch other humanoid characters. If you cast a
character at a Monster ally, the character will immediately be thrown a certain number of spaces in the direction in which the monster stands. New accounts[edit | edit source] New accounts have been added to the game, such as those that allow you to add many new playable characters (Zetta, Prism Red, Captain Gordon, ETC) to your team and new even
stronger enemies and even weaker enemies that increase the enemy level much faster. Other features[edit | edit source] All anime cutscenes (opening and bonus scene with Laharle) have been preserved. When a character is about to attack, the animation will start before the attack. This is a visual grip to mask the loading times needed before the attack.
Pringer X is a bonus boss in the game, with them to fight some time after the fight with Baal. Now you can change the speed of the fight in the game, so Power Grinding goes much faster. Downloadable content[edit | edit source] New characters will be available for download from PlayStation Network Store. The following list shows the characters and game
they come from: There are also packs that unlock special weapons themed after Japanese PlayStation Network Mascots Toro and Kuro. However, these are not available in the North American version. The North American version of the DLC was released around November 25, 2009. However, there were various bugs with the DLC. All characters (except
Dark Eclair, Gig and Miabel) were released at the same time. What's more, many characters have suffered from gameplay glitches such as clips, chirps and buzzes as voices, severely hampered coverage with their exclusive special attacks, Cut In Graphic Glitches and various other issues. In addition, DLC Cutscenes were also messed up, with characters
appearing in cutscenes that the player is not there at the moment. The following week, the DLC was removed from the PlayStation Store so that bugs could be fixed. As of 1/7/2010, the DLC is available again. Pleinair and Sapphire are free, while the rest are $1.99. Eclair, Miabel and Gig are, however, missing, and in addition to various changes, DLC
characters have had voice clips cut completely. Besides, now they seem to work properly. On 5.05.2010, the dlc was made available to European players. Prior to this date, no available information was provided about its release. As in the US Store, Pleinair and Sapphire are free, while the rest are priced at £1.59 or €1.99 depending on the local currency.
Also like American Store, Dark Eclair, Miabel and Gig are missing in this first wave. Trivia[edit | edit source] When Adell become a senator, you can pass bills that will allow you to see trailers for other Nippon Ichi games. The first bill is proposed by Aramis and allows you to see Prinny's trailer: Can I really be a hero? for PSP. The second bill is proposed by
Mao and allows you to see the trailer for Disgaea 3: No Justice on PS3. Recent accounts are proposed by Overlord Badman and lets you see the trailer for Holy Invasion Of Privacy, Badman! What did I do to deserve it? and Holy Invasion Of Privacy, Badman! 2: Time to tighten security!, both for PSP. These bills will always be passed unless you decide to
go crazy with Uber and try to kill everyone from Adell. Text explaining that the user should play under certain conditions on the TV was poorly edited, the mention of the TV was replaced with a screen, but the appearance is not synchronized with the fading of the screen. Disgaea 2 PC version of this game still uses the Cursed Memories logo in the intro, even
though it includes all the features from the Dark Hero Days version. Opening Movie[edit | edit source] 「Disgaea 2」 Opening (PSP) 「Sinful Rose」 《 Waifu2x - 4K 》「Disgaea 2」 Opening (PC) 「Sinful Rose」 《 Waifu 2x - 4K 》Aded photo for this gallery Packaging Artwork[edit | edit source] Makai Senki Disgaea 2 PortableNippon Ichi SoftwareJapan:
26.03.09Makai Senki Disgae 2 Portable (Limited Edition)Nippon Ichi SoftwareJapan: 26.03.09Disgaea 2: Dark Hero DaysNIS AmericaNorth America: 09/08/09Disgaea 2: Dark Hero DaysNIS EuropeEurope: 02/05/10Add photo for this gallery External links[edit | edit source] Disgaea 2 Disgaea Games Re-releases Games Community content is available
under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Disgaea 2 PC &gt; General Discussions &gt; Topic Details Leveling Up Fast hi guys im a newbie bout of this game i still don't know hw to level up quickly and just follow the story and now I can't finish this game due to the level of prob that suck a little for beginners like me so can guys tell me hw to level up quickly?
Note: This is only used to report spam, ads, and problematic (bullying, fighting, or rude) posts. DLC Extravaganza: I can't believe it's free! (Part 2) This is a continuation of character extravaganza DLC: I CAN'T BELIEVE IT'S FREE! The only reason is that it actually hit the space limit on it... In any case, just skip this section, you don't want to know about
LORE. Ash (not that famous Ash): Ash): choosing the Life of Childbirth stage in summoning and winning experiments. His ability doubles his attack stat if this is magichange's last turn for him (i.e. if a magichange weapon has says one turn left, his attack stat doubles to the end of the turn). If you have Marona in the party before choosing his stage, cutscene
changes! The main character phantom brave. Ash was a man, but after his death, with the help of Marona's parents, he was transformed into a phantom. She now lives with Marona, keeping an eye on her in place of her parents. His battle cry is: You're not going any further. For her sake I will not disappoint!. Protecting Marona is his number one priority
because it is the least he could do for his parents. AND BEFORE YOU ASK, NO, HE'S NOT LIKE THAT TOWARD MARONA, HE JUST WANTS TO PROTECT HER. It also has water dragon powers that are really cool, but not what you think (which means it's not a real water dragon, nor can it turn into one). In order to interact with other people, Ash must
confine himself to the subject and take physical form. Despite being encased in a piston in this game, it retains its original appearance, its just that it smells bad. Funny enough that in Game 4, it's limited to sardines, which made a vampire very happy. Is he husbando material? YEA, if you like ghosts that isGig: Unlock it by choosing the strongest stage guy in
recalling experiments and win. His ability adds 2 more turnovers when magiahanges with someone (that is, instead of the usual 2 spins his 4 turnovers). Gig is the main (?) character from Soul Nomand and World Eaters. He also has enough of the sailor's mouth and loves to eat Hot Pods. He once brought destruction to the world by the power of three of
feinne's world eaters, Thuris and Raksha. He likes to use Feinne most of the three. At some point, however, he was sealed in the blade of Onyx (to which magic actually falls!), and the eaters of the world were thrown into an eternal dream. This means that until they reawake, and with the help of another main character Revya, embark on a journey to save
the world. Normally I'd like to go into further detail, but the point is Gig is a really complex character, so if you want to learn more about him I suggest either looking up or playing Soul Nomad and World Eaters. It's h- don't ask. Only. Not. Dark Eclair: Unlock her by choosing the Other Princess stage in summoning experiments and win. Her ability allows her to
apply a star element to every special skill she uses (including both unique and weapon mastery skills). Dark Eclair is a supporting character from La Pucelle: Tatics, who is considered the grandfather of the Disgaea series. The reason it's called Dark Eclair is because it's the dark part that lives in Princess Eclair's soul. In La Pucelle, Princess Eclair was
unable to cope with the responsibility and expectations of being queen, hence the dark eclair was born. In the end, she was able to reconciled with each other and accepted the dark part of it. In this game, however, Dark Eclair is playable thanks to hanako's experiment. There is nothing more to say except that she was a close friend of Overlord Priere when
she was a human being. Is she waifu material? I probably don't know. Cart: Unlock it by choosing the Fierce Overlord stage in summoning experiments and win. Her ability allows her to increase her intelligence statistic by +5% each time she takes magic damage from an ally or enemies. The cart is the ruler of the Kingdom of Macau. She is a character that
appears every time you throw Omega Ice in the game! It's pretty cool (no pun intended). It is also a well-known oracle, which is able to make accurate predictions. She is responsible for predicting the fall of Lord Zetty and his Netherworld at the beginning of the Macau Kingdom and teases him throughout the game. He also has a habit of interfering with other
people by calling them his new games. Also SPOILER ALERT SHES BIG FAT PHONY because she uses a sacred volume to make all her predictions and leans heavily on it She is also an overlord of waste, but it seems no one in this game respects her... Is she waifu material? Yes, if you like ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ ice. Miabell: Unlock it by selecting the Anriphonia stage
in summoning experiments. Its ability increases the stats of all allies on the map by 5%, including the same. Just watch cutscene and she joins the party! This is probably the only character that legally doesn't even know he's out of the NIS game. The only thing I can say about her is that she comes from a game that is the spiritual successor to Marl Kingdom,
otherwise popularly known as Rhapsody: A Musical Adventure. Since her game never came west, it's no wonder I don't know her! Majin Hanako/Demon Lord Hanako: Unlock it by choosing the Sexiest stage of all time in summoning experiments and win. He prefers to do this stage lately in recall experiments, otherwise the cutscenes will look awkward. Still,
nothing stops you from doing it in the first place! Her ability is the same as Rozalin's, which increases the stats of neighboring units of a male ally by 20%. It's Hanako from 10 years to the future! Her ambition to become a Demon Lord has apparently come true... It is no longer a monster-type unit and can use real weapons! There really isn't much to say about
it because it's the only game it's in the form of Demon Lord/Majin. But the tidbit is that it was only available to people who bought every second dlc in the PSP version. Is she waifu material? Since Demon Lord/Majin Hanako is not underaged, I can probably say he is! Is!
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